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I. Introduction 

This article examines the bilingual speech of Greek Americans living in the Detroit metro 

area. It is argued that Greek American bilinguals, in displaying an identity which is constructed 

by, yet is different from the two cultures, will exhibit a form of speech which is based in the two 

languages but is exclusive to their identity. First, this paper describes the historical significance 

of Greek language maintenance for the Greek diaspora. Next, a summary of literature 

concerning bilingualism, loans words, hybrid constructions and code switching regarding Greek-

English is provided as a lens through which an original set of Greek-English code switching is 

analyzed. The analysis shows that certain forms of speech have entered the lexicon of the 

Greek American group level. It also finds that some switches are symbolic of cultural affiliations. 

In addition, a questionnaire is administered to the participants in order to gain an 

understanding of their awareness and their reasons behind code switching.  

II. Language maintenance and bicultural identity 

The need for first language maintenance and the creation of a bilingual identity in 

Greek-Americans can be traced back to early twentieth century massive Greek migration. 

According to Anastasios Tamis (2009), like many other immigrants, until the end of World War 

II, Greek settlers were segregated socially and occupationally because of xenophobia displayed 

by the dominant Anglo-Celtic community.  The places where they were accepted were 

businesses as ethnic proprietors, in the food industry, and the vast countryside. This hostile 

treatment resulted in the creation of self-reliant communities and hardships led to the 

development of a strong ethnic consciousness and the need for security and mutual support 
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amongst Greek migrants. Furthermore, the problems that were encountered due to great 

differences in culture and language concentrated them in certain areas and were instrumental 

in establishing their own communities. These changes generated the need for cultural and 

linguistic maintenance, insisting that ethnic life must continue without compromise as far as 

the retention of the ethnic tradition and the native language was concerned. Tamis writes 

about the social and economic factors that led to the need for language maintenance of Greeks 

in Australia. However, these ideas can be extended to include the conditions faced by Greeks in 

the other Anglophone countries like England, Canada and America as well. 

Since the Greek diaspora settled in Anglophone countries, a number of factors have 

attributed to the preservation of Greek. This includes social factors, such as the permissive 

attitudes of the dominant society which allowed for the realization of Greek community efforts 

to build and improve their own social institutions. (Tamis 2009). The Greek Orthodox Church 

provided a space for the Greek community to gather, create community ties and often acted as 

a space to transmit religious and cultural values to children through Sunday school and Greek 

language learning school. According to Tamis, Another main factor is culture and language 

loyalty, shown in the tendency of the Greek immigrants to retain their identity and transmit it 

to their children through strong family ties. For Greeks, their language is not solely a medium of 

communication but a social symbol which is inseparable from ethnicity (2009).   

The use of both Greek and English is prevalent in English speaking countries such as 

Australia, England and America. In these countries, it is impossible to keep the two languages 

apart after migration. There is a mutual exchange of linguistic influence. English is used 
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predominantly in areas of life regarding the Anglophone society. This includes within places of 

work, public education, public socializing, the media – reading newspapers and watching 

television, etc. Greek maintains its own prestige in areas such as family life, correspondence to 

family still living in Greece, religious affairs, and general community ties.  

These bilinguals are subject daily to the dominant language in their speech and the 

degree to which they resist and/or assimilate changes to properties of the Greek language such 

as function, structure, phonology and vocabulary includes a number a factors such as,  

“the institutionalized Greek community forces which might halt or reverse the trend away from 

Greek, the rate and the extent of intermarriages, the psychological factors (permissiveness in 

attitudes towards Greek, desire to assimilate), the dominant educational system, the degree of 

cultural similarity or differences to the environment and the socio-economical variables, 

including age on arrival, level of education attained, place of residence, proximity to community 

networks and low/high density of Greek settlement. Naturally, certain domains of language 

behavior (family, church, Greek media, community functions) create social pressures which tend 

to work in favor of maintaining Greek, whereas others (workplace, education, institutional areas) 

create a favorable context for the host language” (Tamis 2009).  

These factors are significant because they create Greek communities across Anglophone 

countries which vary in the strength of their community ties, the size of the community itself, 

and the degree to which the community has assimilated. The extent of Greek maintenance will 

vary from community to community and the features that are found in the lexicon of one 

bilingual within a given Greek diaspora community may closely mirror that of another’s within 

his community but may not at all reflect those of a bilingual in a different community. For 

example, some loan words which are addressed later have entered the lexicon of Greek-
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Americans living in Detroit and Chicago. However, this may not be the case for Greek-

Americans living in communities in which the degree of language maintenance and assimilation 

differ. This idea is generalized to communities, but the same variations may be identified within 

families and individuals.  

III. Bilingualism 

The level of competence in Greek may vary from generation to generation, as the older 

generations of the immigrant family tend to have a better command of their native language. 

Oftentimes, the younger generations predominantly have receptive command of Greek, they 

may understand it with ease, but find difficulty articulating and using it actively. In this paper, 

the term bilingualism is adopted to involve people who know Greek and English irrespective of 

their degree of competence and range of use. Often times, a bilingual will develop an identity 

which comprises both the nation of their family’s origin and the nation to which they 

immigrated.  

It has been noted in socio-linguistic studies of the past that a social identity is often 

reflected in a certain style of speech. Different registers may co-index people with a certain 

ethnicity, economic status or other group affiliations. Peter Auer writes “Social identity is 

clearly a useful mediation concept between language and social structure. On the one hand, it 

allows one to see interactants as being involved in linguistic ‘acts of identity’ through which 

they claim or ascribe group membership, or more precisely, through certain speaking styles” 

(2005). Simply speaking the majority language of a person’s country of migration would not 

serve to relate him to other members of his national origin. 
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“The ethnically ‘rich’ language is used in addition to (alternating with) another language, which in 

itself cannot achieve by virtue of being used ‘by everybody’ (or at least by too many) in a given 

social field. This is what we typically find in immigrant situations in Europe or in the Americas, 

where the ‘majority language’ is neutral with respect to ethnic belonging and the ‘minority 

language’ is a potential symbolic carrier of ethnic (or other) self-identification” (Auer 2005).  

In this bilingual identity mediated through speech, language acts as a dynamic tool to create 

social bonds which promote a sense of community and economic and social success. A result of 

this is the creation of businesses and institutions which employ and serve other members of the 

diaspora community. These allow for the circulation of resources and economic wealth within 

that social sphere while mediating the collective bond and social success. 

Sharhrzad Mahootian adopts the definition of bilingual identity as “an identity which is 

simultaneously separate from, yet completely dependent on, the bilingual speaker’s two 

cultures” (2002). This suggests that the resulting bilingual identity will involve properties from 

both respective cultures that are fused in a way unique to the bilingual identity. If bilingual 

identity is one that is constructed by, yet is different from the individual’s two cultures, it may 

be that these individuals exhibit a form of systematic speech that involve the two languages yet 

is unique to the bilingual identity. This form of speech highlights bicultural affiliations and the 

merging of two identities through characteristics which are not found in the speech of 

monolingual English and Greek speakers.  The question that will be addressed in this paper will 

be, how do Greek-Americans express their bilingual identity linguistically? This paper proposes 

that Greek-American bilinguals express their identity linguistically by identifying the features of 

the speech that are exclusive to bilinguals. It will present relevant literature and data based on 
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code switching, loan words and bilingualism. It will then present original data consisting of 

Greek-English conversation transcriptions and analyze it through the lens of the previous 

literature in order to determine if these participants are in fact using features unique to the 

bilingual in their normative speech.  

IV. Code Switching  

Code Switching is a systematic form of speech which does not fit into the standard 

forms of either source language. It entails the use and alteration of two languages in one 

utterance or throughout conversation. Chad Nilep summarizes Hans Vogt’s (1954) view on code 

switching, writing “Vogt assumes that code switching is not only natural, but common. He 

suggests that all languages- if not all language users – experience language contact, and that 

contact phenomena, including language alteration, are an important element of language 

change” (2006). According to Marilena Paraskeva, code switching is predominantly studied in 

two ways, the first, structural analyses of code switching, account for it as a grammatical 

phenomenon and aim to formulate its underlying structural rules. These grammatical analyses 

have formulated types of code switching according to where switches occur in sentences or 

identify a matrix language (2010). 

There is also a second predominant, pragmatic way of analyzing code switching in which 

it is treated as a communicative activity (Paraskeva 2010). Paraskeva references Auer (2005), 

who neatly sums up the pragmatic potentials of code switching by writing “CS is a ‘tool’ 

available to bilingual speakers, which enables them to perform several verbal activities. For 

instance, change of topic, emphatic repetitions, indirect speech rendition and change of 

addressee are common activities carried out by CS which can replace other communicative 
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strategies used by monolingual speakers, such as prosodic features” (2010). Likewise, Nilep 

writes, “Like other contextualization cues, language alternation may provide a means for 

speakers to signal how utterances are to be interpreted – i.e., provide information beyond 

referential content” (2006).   

The alternating use of two languages is one tool bilinguals have at their disposal for a 

display of identity. However code switching is not always an act of bilingual identity. “Despite 

the temptation to see an iconic relationship between ‘mixed identities’ and ‘mixed languages,’ 

the emergence of such speaking styles is not naturally determined in any sense by inherent 

characteristics of the groups to which they are attributed” (Auer 2005). Auer tries to 

disentangle the circumstances in which code switching that co-indexes speakers with a 

bilingual identity and those that serve other purposes. He provides an example in which 

Turkish is used in the code-switching of two speakers of Persian ethnicity residing in Germany. 

In this case: 

“The straightforward interpretation of this code-switching would seem to constitute a claim to 

membership of in the group of (young) Turkish speaks in Germany. Afsoon and her cousin… are 

from a Persian background; their family languages are Farsi and Aseri. This, an essentialist 

explanation is bound to fail here: Turkish/German code-switching is not only used by speakers of 

Turkish background living in Germany, i.e. by those with a ‘mixed Turkish/German identity’” 

(Auer 2005).  

According to Auer’s claim, it is important to be aware of speakers’ ethnic background before 

concluding that the code switching exhibited in their speech styles are a reflection of the 

bilingual identity that entails the two ethnicities of languages spoken.  
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Code switching should not be confused with true loan words and in this paper, loan 

words found in bilingual speech are not considered as part of the unique form of speech which 

displays a bicultural identity. Lexical borrowing entails morphological and phonological 

adaptations coinciding with the structure of the borrowing language. It occurs on a group level, 

thus becoming accessible to monolingual speakers who do not otherwise have knowledge of 

the language of derivation. Often, these words are so ingrained in the borrowing language that 

speakers may not even identify them as foreign words. According to Hock (1996), referenced 

by Metejka Hanser (2011), lexical borrowing occurs because of two main reasons: firstly, 

because a need arises to reference new concepts, cultural items, and technical and religious 

concepts. The often higher prestige of the originating language is the second motivation for 

borrowing. 

Code switches, which will also be referred to as insertions (of a particular language) on 

the other hand, are one time occurrences. According to Lisa Matejka-Hanser, in code 

switching, “there is lexical material from two languages present in the clause, in addition to 

morphological syntactic structure from both languages” (2011). The inserted words are not 

used by monolingual speakers on a group level in their normative speech or seen as having 

been integrated into the language.  

There is, however, another distinct type of lexical borrowing which can be interpreted 

differently from loan words found in the monolingual Greek lexicon. This includes loan words 

which are specific to the Greek- American lexicon and constitute an act of identity expression 

because they are at the disposal to those bilinguals exclusively.  
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Hanser’s research will help guide the focus of this paper in determining which features 

of bilingual speech are exclusive to the bilingual lexicon. Hanser’s study aims to discriminate 

between idiolect, one-time occurrences and actual loanwords used in the speech of Greek-

English bilinguals living in Chicago. To make these distinctions, she begins by categorizing the 

phonologically and morphologically assimilated loan words derived from English spoken by 

Greek Americans. Categories include nouns, verbs, verbal constructions, semantic loan words, 

loan translations and hybrid constructions. She then tests, on a larger scale, which elements of 

the categories have entered the group level in order to depict “the core elements of the GA 

lexicon as opposed to the endless word lists which intermingle one-time occurrences with true 

cases of lexical borrowing” (2011).  

The first categorization of loan words that Hanser makes is of those that are 

phonologically assimilated. These are words that are made to sound Greek by using the 

phonemes of Greek or pronouncing them in Greek accent. These words are often not 

recognized as loan words. An example of such a word is surpráis (surprise).  

When speakers add Greek morphemes to English words they create blends of the two 

languages. These include nouns, which are formed by adding a Greek noun-suffix to an English 

noun, such as the neuter ending – . For example, the English noun hotel is turned into 

έ  (to hotéli; neutr.) The feminine ending –ία also serves the same function when 

added to the English stem: ία (i grosaría; fem.), which derives from grocery (2011). 

Penelope Gardner-Chloros writes about the code switching of Cypriots living in London and 

finds similar loan words.  
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“English words, principally nouns, were adopted morphologically/phonologically and adapted 

into the London GCD at an early stage in the migration history, and have become part of the 

community repertoire. Some, like marketa ‘market’ have displaced native equivalents” (Chloros 

2009).  

According to Hanser, loan words are also derived through hyper-correction. “English 

nouns which have entered the Standard Greek lexicon as phonologically assimilated loanwords 

seem to sound ‘too English’ to Greek Americans. Thus, they fully assimilate the loanword by not 

only phonologically adapting it, but changing it also morphologically” An example of this type is 

 ά  (i bára; fem.), from English bar. 

Greek American verbs are rare in comparison to nouns and are not a productive 

category. They are formed by using English verbs as a stem and then adding Greek verbal 

suffixes, usually –ί  (-ìzo) or –ά  (-áro). The two very common Greek American verbs are 

ά (muváro, to move) and  ί  (mapízo; to mop). 

Hybrid verbal constructions, or bilingual compound verbs, are much more prevalent and 

productive in the GA lexicon than borrowed verbs and seem to be a crucial strategy for 

bilinguals to keep their speech fluent. The constructions γί  (jínome; to become, come into 

existence) and ά  (káno; do) plus English verbs were very common. For example, instead of 

using the standard Greek verb ά  (metafrázun, they translate), GAs use the 

construction ά translate (literally: they do translate) (Hanser unpublished). Louis 

Boumans, referencing Apostolou Panara (1991), writes that all verbs adapt i.e. are 

morphologically integrated but are restricted in the ways they may be used. Some loan words 

are attested as a single lexeme along with a periphrasis with the verb ά  (káno; do) 
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preceding a noun or gerund. For example the verb ‘flirt’ is adopted into the Greek lexicon as a 

single lexeme by adding the suffix /-aro/, making it /flertaro/. It may also be used in a hybrid 

construction as /kano flert/. A few verbs may occur exclusively as part of the hybrid/ 

periphrastic construction. For example, ‘to camp’ is attested as /kano kambing/ but not 

*/kambaro/. A case in which periphrasis is judged as ungrammatical includes with the verb 

park, where /parkaro/ is acceptable but */kano park/ is not. Boumas writes, 

“It is possible that a closer study of the English vocabulary in Modern Greek would reveal 

regularities that govern the use of periphrasis. Periphrasis with káno could be associated with 

particular types of events, for instance habitual or durative activities. The periphrastic 

construction may be more common with recent English loans, or in the speech of speakers who 

are more exposed to English” (2007). 

Although these conclusions are based on Modern Greek, the same constraints may 

govern the lexical borrowing into the bilingual lexicon. On the other hand, it may be that 

bilinguals are more flexible in borrowing, and may find more verbs to be acceptable in use as a 

hybrid form. This would be an interesting topic for further examination.  

In the category of semantic loan words there are already existing words that are 

semantically re-invented. The noun ά  (to káro), which derives from car is commonly 

used by GAs instead of the Greek word for car, ί  (to aftokínito).  “While it does 

already exist in Standard Greek, it has a different meaning. ά  actually means (push) cart, 

and Greeks from Greece usually get confused when they hear GAs referring to an ί   

(aftokínito) as ά  . Many of my GA informants, in contrast, did not know what ά  (káro) 

actually means in Standard Greek” (Hanser unpublished).   
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Loan translations are English phrases and idioms that are transferred directly into Greek. 

Usually they appear so natural to the speakers that they do not even realize that what they are 

saying is expressed differently by a Greek native speaker. In GA speech the phrase πά  

(páo ékso) is used to express to go out (to a bar, etc.) The structure is not common in Standard 

Greek in that context. It simply means I go out of the room/house (2011). 

In order to determine which elements observed in individual speech have actually 

entered the group level, Hanser formulates a questionnaire. There are two groups that she 

refers to throughout this section, one which consists of Greek-English bilinguals and the second 

which consists of monolingual Greek speakers. The questionnaire tests, on a larger scale, which 

elements of the categories have entered the group level in order to depict the core elements of 

the Greek American lexicon. Hanser emphasizes that the questionnaire was originally designed 

in order to examine whether or not it is possible at all to use a questionnaire in order to 

differentiate between code switching and English loanwords and emphasizes that the results, 

although profoundly insightful, do not have any statistical value. The questionnaire was 

administered to both monolingual Greek and bilingual individuals and involves rating a loan 

word as ‘acceptable’ and ‘unacceptable’ on a scale of one to five.  

The questionnaire results indicate that some GA grammatical constructions such as 

á  move (I do move), έ / to hoteli (the hotel), or ία/i grosaría (the grocery 

store) have obviously entered group level, as they were accepted by a great majority of GA 

informants. The results of the questionnaire reflect that there are distinctions between the 

elements of lexical borrowing in the two groups. A high acceptance of certain items within the 
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GA community accompanied by a strong rejection of the same item among the Greek native 

speakers proves that a certain utterance is not only a case of individual code switching, but has 

entered the group level. For example, GAs accept the verb ά (muváro, to move) but 

Greek informants strongly rejected it.  Hanser writes, “This fact proves on the one hand that a 

GA Greek lexicon exists independently from MG. Certain characteristics of GA Greek can be 

pinpointed. GA Greek is not just MG with code switching” (2011). 

Loan words that are found to be unacceptable and incomprehensible to Greek 

monolinguals are distinctly different from the loan words in standard Greek. They often involve 

the fusion of both languages morphologically, by adding Greek nounal suffixes to English nouns 

and Greek verbal suffixes to English verbs. Greek Americans also fuse the languages by 

semantic extension when English idioms are transferred into Greek. Since monolinguals do not 

have native command of English, they are unable to spontaneously produce these 

constructions and most often do not comprehend them or find them acceptable for their 

normative use. In addition, some of these constructions are productive only within the realm of 

the Greek-English lexicon. For example, periphrasis and suffixing can be used to create new 

verbs. In using these constructions which are unique to their lexicon, Greek Americans are not 

only maintaining the fluency of their speech by using these techniques that are exclusively at 

their disposal, they are also expressing a bilingual identity.  

V. Greeks in Michigan 

The state of Michigan has one of the highest proportion of Greek-Americans. According 

to Charles Moskos (1989), the proportion of Greeks found in the 1970 census, Michigan ranks 
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twelfth among the states in aggregate Greek population. “Today, Greek Americans can be 

found in every state of the Union, with a heavy concentration in New York City and Chicago, 

with smaller communities in the greater Detroit, Cleveland, Boston and Baltimore areas” 

(greekembassy.org). In terms of the demographics of Greeks in the metro Detroit area, the 

percentage of citizens of Greek origin ranges from 2.6% in Grosse Point which has 

approximately 31,000 residents to .7%  in Auburn Hills which has approximately  18,000 

residents (zpiatlas.com).  

 There are several Greek Orthodox churches in the metro Detroit areas which provide a 

basis for community interaction. There is also an annual Greek Independence day parade in 

Greek town which celebrates orthodoxy, Hellenism and freedom. Participants of the event 

include over forty organizations such as churches, University Greek Studies programs, dance 

programs, and members of the local Greek community. In addition to this, there is the annual 

Opa Festival organized by the Annunciation Church which invites both Greeks and non-Greeks 

to celebrate the heritage through dining, dancing, and other activities.  

VI. Data Collection  

Casual conversation between two participants was audio-recorded and transcribed.  The 

original code switching data of this section will be examined through the lens of the conclusions 

of Hanser’s study which reflect a distinction between English derived words that have entered 

the Greek lexicon and words that are core elements of and exclusive to the Greek American 

lexicon. The analysis of the data will seek to find which, if any, features of the Greek American 

lexicon  are used by two Greek American participants in their normative speech. It will also 

determine whether any forms of borrowing take place which were not addressed in Hanser’s 
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study. The participants who serve as the subjects of the study are John and Tasia, who were 

both born in Greece and who now live in the metro Detroit area of Michigan. John immigrated 

to the United States when he was eight years old and has approximately forty-five years of 

residency in the United States. Tasia immigrated to the United States when she was twenty-

three and has approximately twenty-two years of residency in the United States. Neither 

participant had any knowledge of English before immigration. They are not strongly tied into 

the Greek community of Detroit like many other Greeks are in that they do not attend church 

or other community events. However, they socialize with family members, friends, and co-

workers who are also Greek – English bilinguals. They show a strong desire to maintain a 

cultural identity and their native language as they’ve encouraged their children to speak Greek 

and make frequent trips back to Greece for durations ranging from five to ten weeks every two 

years. 

Multiple sets of data concerning the code switching of John and Tasia were collected for 

analysis. The conversation chosen for this data was the highest quality in terms of the clearness 

and comprehensibility of the audio recording, as well as the uninterrupted stream of 

conversation. This is important because in analyzing code switching data, it is ideal to have the 

context in which it occurs. This enables an insight to the pragmatic motivation behind the 

switches. The conversation’s duration is approximately fifteen minutes and was recorded 

during a car drive home from work. The speech was unmonitored and natural. The participants 

work for the same development of lofts and often talk about work during these drives. The 

names of the participants of this conversation, the lofts and co-workers have been changed for 

the privacy of the development and its employees. To keep the data relevant, some utterances 
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which were in only Greek or English were discarded. Utterances preserved that are strictly in 

Greek or English are done so in because they serve a purpose toward pragmatic analysis and or 

maintaining the stream of conversation. 

01     Tasia:             Akou I Laura, Ihame ekato commissions, to mialo tis ine sta commissions, sta      

   commissions ke poun na kani enhirisi gia to fibromyalgia. 

Listen to what Laura said, ‘We had one hundred commissions’, her mind is always on the 

commissions, on the commissions and to do a surgery for her fibromyalgia.  

02     John: To lei tora pente hronia.  

She’s been saying that for five years 

03     Tasia:   Mprepi na paro asfalia na kano enhirisi, ke tis leo oso esthanese kala, don’t do it.  

‘I have to get insurance and do the surgery’, and I tell her, as long as you feel fine, don’t do it. 

05      Tasia:  Ke meta mou arhise ke tis lew, posa units ine eki kato? Ke mou lei ekato peninta,    

  ehoume pola empty, ehoume ke pola pou then ta thihnoume.  

And then she started[talking], and I tell her, how many units are down there? And she tells me 

one hundred and fifty. We have many empty ones, and many that we don’t show.  

06      Tasia: Ala ego brepei na eho tous hiroterous tenants, gia menane. Ego ke sto Warren lofts. 

  But for me, I must have the worst tenants, I and at Warren lofts. 

07      John: What are you talking about!? Get away from me. 

08      Tasia: Kseris giati to leo hunny, giati I anthropi pou plironoun to heat pai ni pi oti ehoun     

  perisotera lefta. 

You know why I say it hunny, because the people who pay heat, it means that they have more 

money. 

09     John: Not necessarily!  

10     Tasia:          (in agreement) Not necessarily.  

11     John:  To number one building ine to Michael. after that eine to Park lofts, then Jefferson     

  Street. 

The number one building is Michael. After that is Park lofts, then Jefferson. 

12     Tasia:  Bas ke ine to karo sou edo mesa, Georgia? 

(Interrupts topic to point at parking lot) Perhaps your car is in here, Georgia? 
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13      John: Otan efige mou lei, pente weeks iha vacation? 

  When she left she was like, I have five weeks for vacation? 

14      Tasia:         Tis ipes tha tin kanoume hire? Then tis ipes. She’s waiting, plus ine poli behind sto      

  rent tis, man.  

Did you tell her we’ll hire her? You didn’t tell her. She’s waiting, plus she’s really behind on her 

rent, man.  

15     John: I Eileen stelnei text message, ke lei, ‘they’re messing with my check, they’re this, I’m not         

  gonna leave my brother’, ke afto ke lipa, ‘I’m gonna pick up my stuff’…ke lei oti tha figi. 

Eileen sent a text message and said, ‘they’re messing with my check, they’re this, I’m not gonna 

leave my brother’, and this and that, I’m gonna pick up my stuff…and says that she’s going to 

leave 

16     Tasia: Pio ine to brother? 

  Who’s the brother? 

17     John: Pou ine sto nosokomio. then exi thoulepsi this week. 

  The one in the hospital. She hasn’t worked this week. 

18     Tasia: Na sou po kati, sto kathe xtirio mprepi na ise responsible, ama then ise responsible, ti       

  egine? Mia pigenis mia then pigenis? 

Can I tell you something, in each building you have to be responsible, if you’re not responsible, 

then what? Sometimes you go and sometimes you don’t? 

19     John: Eh, theloun na kanoun split ekaton peninta i kathe mia, ta commissions sto State street.  

Eh, they want to split one hundred and fifty between each of them, the commissions at State  

street.  

20     Tasia:  Ke egw pou ekana application Tha parw lefta ap to Clay Lofts? Pige ke pire unit i mia. 

And since I did an application will I get money from Clay Lofts? One lady went and got a unit. 

21     John: Thimame sto Kosins, kaname hustle.  

I remember at Kosins (a clothing store John was a former employee of), we used to hustle.  

22    Tasia: Egw 8imame otan edihna units me ton Alfred, ke meta erxete kato enas kai tou lei, afti m’exei    

  kani hook up kala etho mesa i Eleni.  

I remember when I was showing units with Alfred, and then one guy comes down and tells him, 

she’s hooking me up good in here, Tasia.  

23    Tasia: Yeah sti doulia sou pano brepi na kanis hustle, prepi na ise… 
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  Yeah at work you have to hustle, you have to be… 

24   John: Re to kakomiri…it doesn’t matter but pou eitane flooded! I had to manually work the     

  uh, heat. Kai na pao eki, mehri pou na ftaso, I put you know, ta buckets five gallon. Ixa   

  eki dio gallon buckets empty, apo paint, ke evaza ta papoutsia mou mesa, kai ekana   

  floop, floop, floop, to get to the heater.  

That poor guy (referring to himself)… it doesn’t matter but, [in the basement] that was flooded! I 

had to manually work the uh, heat. And to go there, by the time I got there, I put you know, the 

five gallon buckets. I had the five gallon buckets empty of paint, and I put my shoes inside, and I 

(makes hand motions) floop floop floop to get to the heater.  

25    Tasia: (laughing) At least itane smart afto pou ekanes!  

  At least what you did was smart!  

26    John: Ama skotonomouna eki mesa then tha me briskane gia mines. To mono kalo I used to     

  kill all the cockroaches. Tin ali mera pou pigene pali kato to nero, erxonate ke kanane     

  pump, yeah they were all dead. Ihame ta megala…ta big water bugs 

If I killed myself in there they wouldn’t find me for months. The only good thing was I used to kill 

all the cockroaches. The next day, when the water would go back down, they came and pumped 

it, yeah they were all dead. We had the big--- the big water bugs.  

 

VII. Data Analysis  

In this data, the code switching alone can constitute a means by which these two 

speakers express their bilingual identity. Line 24 includes an insightful example which 

demonstrates the fusion of two lexicons. In the phrase ta buckets five gallon (literally the 

buckets five gallon; five gallon bucket) demonstrates typological merging of the two languages. 

Greek allows for adjectives to precede or follow the noun while the in English, adjectives 

precede nouns.  We would expect the adjective to precede the noun in this sentence since the 

matrix language is English yet it is accepted in a position where the typologies of the two 

languages differ.  
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The speakers also use code switching as a pragmatic tool. The language choices mark 

certain points of conversation in a functional way in that the language of choice serves as a tool 

to display a certain intention. For example, in line 26 we see code switching being used as self-

repair.  “Ihame ta megala…ta big water bugs” (We had the big--- the big water bugs). Paraskeva 

explains that in a situation such as this, code switching emerges when speakers make a mistake 

or face a discourse problem and solve it by repeating their words in another language.  Another 

example that serves a pragmatic purpose is in line 9 and 10, where both participants say “not 

necessarily” in English.  Here, the speakers form an agreement through the use of one 

language. Paraskeva call this conversational coherence and quotes Auer (1995), who states that 

“repeated use of certain words of phrases in the same language by the same or different 

speakers maintains coherence within a piece of conversation” (2010).  

The hybrid verb formations have a significant role in bilingual speech. Constantina 

Fotiou writes “scholars argue that ‘[t]his construction knows no typological or geographic limits’ 

(Myers-Scotton 2002:35) and ‘may constitute a universal of CS” (Edwards & Gardner-Chloros 

2007:74). Most of the cases reported in the literature come from immigration settings” (2010). 

They may serve the purpose of maintaining a fluent conversation and are found throughout 

several points in the data. For example, the hybrid construction of the verb káno (do, make) 

plus an English verb or noun is found in six cases: in lines 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 26. Lines 21, 

22, 23, 23 involve English verbs that are slang or onomatopoeia for which direct translations 

don’t exist. Lines 19 and 24 involve the verbs split and empty. The Greek equivalents of these 

are accessible to the speakers yet they their being spoken in English may signify that the English 
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version was more quickly accessible. In this way, these hybrid constructions are ways of 

maintaining fluency in bilingual speech.  

Line 24 exhibits a semantic extension of the word ά  (karo; pushcart). This word is 

part of the Greek American lexicon as it extends to encompass the word car. These participants 

do in fact use this term more often in their daily speech than the Greek equivalent, aftokinito 

(automobile).  

A point of interest is that the most frequently inserted English words refer to the field of 

work. Words such as commissions, hire, vacation, rent, and tenants are found only in English. 

The fact that these words are encountered daily in English by not only these participants but 

also their co-workers also serves to reinforce why they are inserted in English. The frequent 

encounters file these words in the forefront of the speaker’s mind, making the English version 

more accessible and easily retrieved.  It would be interesting to note whether a concept such as 

‘heat’ which is easily accessible in both languages would be inserted in English during a 

circumstance in which the concept was provoked into cognition outside the context of work.  

These words that are in English seem to have a direct association to the work environment. The 

insertions therefore are not casual but highly symbolic. They serve a purpose of indexing the 

English lexicon in connection with the significant area of the speakers’ life, work. These words 

inserted in English symbolize the idea that the work place is predominantly socially affiliated 

with the Anglophone community.  

VIII. Questionnaire  
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A short questionnaire was given to John and Tasia in order to gain an understanding of 

their awareness and thoughts about their code switching. The questions were asked through 

verbal communication and were written down and (if it was needed) translated into English 

while the participants were speaking. The main points of interests were discovering why they 

think they code switch, why they think they do it more so with concepts related to work, and 

where they think bilingual constructions were acquired.  

Do you know some people who use both Greek and English when they speak? 

 Tasia:   Me, your father, gradpa….all of us, all the Greek people here. 

 John:   Yes. Me, my best friend Tony, my wife.  

 

Can you think of anytime when you do that? 

Tasia:  Mostly when I speak with us Greeks, I can’t do it with Americans. Jimmy did it today 

though. He was speaking with Liz in Greek. His tongue went off and spoke in Greek.  

John:  Predominantly when I speak with the same circle of people who do the same thing. 

 

Do you think there are some words that you say only in English? 

Tasia:  Yes, some expressions like “oh boy” and “you’re crazy.” I don’t say them in Greek, 

rarely. And “Stupid” Yeah, I think I’d rather say “stupid” in English. Like, it’s nicer. When 

someone swears in English around me, it means nothing to me. It doesn’t bother me. 

Like the guy who was using the elevator [at work] the other day he said, “what, you 

f***ed it up?” and it didn’t bother me at all. If he said it in Greek, to ga**ses? I would be 

like (getting a bit excited and angry), “what man, you’re cursing at me?” 

You can’t believe me but when you can’t express yourself, you feel tight inside. You 

don’t know how much it kills me. Like you’ve put a board on top of me and it covers me. 

And at work when I’m tired and they ask me questions, my mind is blocked. My mind is 

stuck and I can’t express myself. And what I’ve come to understand, what is worse, is 

that I’ve forgotten to express myself in Greek. I hear them speak on Greek TV, but it’s 

like my mind doesn’t wrap around it. I can’t produce it the same way anymore.  

It’s weird to talk. When I speak to people, I ask myself “am I speaking right?” it’s really 

hard when I speak English. I do it, but it’s very difficult. And I think that no matter how 

much school you go to, you won’t be able to express yourself like you do in your first 
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language. And when people make fun of you, you might not even be able to understand 

it. If you asked me to make this step ([of coming to America]) again…I don’t know how if 

I could. I pressure myself a lot. You don’t understand because you’ve never been here.  

John:  I’ll say some, but I can’t think right now. The same word that I speak in English I’ll speak 

in Greek and vice versa. I would say the more sophisticated words are in English and the 

more plain words are in Greek. This is because I have better education in English than 

Greek.  

 

From what was found in your audio-recording, you speak more English words that are related to work. Why do you 

think that is?  

Tasia:  Because that’s how I learned it. I hardly ever heard “tenants” in Greece. Diamerizmata 

(units) in Greek is a long word. I learned them in English so I say them in English. Same 

thing with my old job, as they told me is how I learned them. Simply, when you learn 

something, you keep using it like that.  

John:  Because of a direct association of the subject matter – and it’s something that I uh…the 

fact that I live here, the fact that find them in English, I speak them in English.  

 

Can you think of any Greek words that you use that non bilingual Greek speakers don’t use? 

Tasia:  (Thought for a moment  and and couldn’t come up with anything) my mind is not 

working now. 

John: Yea, like karo. Not really, I can’t think of anything else. Because sometimes those words 

come without thinking. When you try to think they don’t come.  

 

Do you know you say “kanw use” 

 Tasia:  Yes.  

 John:  I’ve said it before. 

Do you know you say “mouvaro” 

 Tasia:  Yeah.  

 John:  Yes, all the time 

 

Where do you think you picked up on this way of speaking? 

 Tasia:  I enjoy doing that- it’s the cool, the maggia of the word.  
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karo- that’s how they said it when I first came here, “his karo , that karo” It just stuck on 

me. I don’t say aftokinito. The meaning of karo in our mind has changed. When I can to 

America I asked, ‘how do you say the car in English?’ They (John’s family who’d already 

been here for 20 years) told me karo. I used to hear Grandpa say, mouvarise to karo 

(move the car) we’ve taken half the Greek and half the English and made new words.  

Or when we say…. “Aunt Vaggelio” for thia Vaggelio. “Aunt” doesn’t have a strong 

meaning to me. Maybe that’s why I didn’t teach my kids to call them aunt and uncle.  

Same thing with Thio vasili and thio labi, ‘uncle bill’ and ‘uncle harry’. When you say 

uncle it means nothing to me. Thio means sigenia (kinship), uncle means… (points to 

elbow) this, I don’t know why.  So why do they say uncle? I guess it means thio. (in 

contemplation) You how you say (points to elbow) in Greek? Angonas. It sounds similar. 

That’s why when I hear uncle, I think of elbow.  

John:  I think I picked it up from my parents, and I expanded it. And I think they found it from 

their struggle to try to speak more English. Theirs was a struggle, mine came easier. So 

for them to understand, I used their language and expanded on it.  

 

IX. Questionnaire Analysis  

 The responses of John and Tasia were successful in providing insight to the initial 

questions but also provoke more questions after examination. Both John and Tasia think that 

certain bilingual constructions such as kano use and mouvaro were acquired from their family 

members who had already either acquired or established their own form of speech based on a 

fused lexicon of Greek and English. Whether these family members originated any of these 

constructions themselves or whether they acquired them from other family members or Greeks 

who had already been in America is another question in and of itself. Tasia and John both 

acknowledge that they speak work-related words predominantly in English. Tasia believes that 

because she learned them in English initially, she uses them in English. This is supported by the 

idea that a bilingual’s lexicon may be asymmetrical with regards to certain domains of words. If 

these words are acquired in only one of the two languages because the words have a direct 
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association with the circumstance which provokes those words into necessity, an asymmetry in 

the lexicon of the two languages will result. This is exhibited in John’s and Tasia’s choice of 

language with regards to the domain of work. 

 There were a few other pieces of Tasia’s conversation which were insightful beyond the 

initial scope of the questionnaire which could be taken into further consideration. Asides from 

the struggles Tasia expresses about immigration and learning a new language, she expresses a 

semantic asymmetry that is found with certain domains of words in her Greek and English 

lexicon. The domain of words can be identified as those having strong emotional ties. She states 

that curse words and kinship words, heard or spoken by her fail to provoke a strong emotional 

response. These words seem to be closely tied to strong emotional feelings within the L1 

lexicon but do not produce the same effect in the L2 lexicon. This also introduces more topics 

which can be studied in the future with regards to this domain of words.  

X. Conclusion and going further  

In conclusion, Greek diaspora residing within Anglophone nations display an act of 

identity linguistically through code switching, the use of loan words, and hybrid constructions 

which are specific to the merging of the two lexicons. Some of these constructions such as the 

periphrastic kano and the suffix –izo are productive and can be employed by speakers to 

maintain the fluency and coherence of their speech. Some loan words such as karo are found in 

the Greek-American lexicon but not the monolingual Greek lexicon. Because these methods are 

productive and found exclusively in the speech of Greek-English bilinguals, they are, in 

themselves, an act of identity.  In addition, the manifestation of a fused lexicon of association is 
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symbolic of identity. The insertion of work-related words in English serve to index these 

speakers as part of the Anglophone community in which these words are directly associated. 

The work setting related a domain of words with English through acquisition and frequency of 

use. This paper has outlined support for the argument that in displaying an identity which is 

constructed by, yet it different from the two cultures, Greek-Americans will exhibit and form of 

speech which is based on two languages but is exclusive to their identity. In addition, it has 

proposed a number of questions provoked by the data analysis that can be explore in the 

future: Would a word such as “heat” which has a direct association to work (and therefore the 

English language), but can be easily retrieved in both languages be spoken in English when 

provoked into cognition outside the context of work?  Is the semantic/emotional value 

asymmetrical for a domain of words categorized by having strong emotional ties (including 

curses and kinship words) in the L1 and L2 lexicon? What other words would fit into this 

domain, and is it prevalent among all bilinguals? Is there an age of L2 acquisition or length of L2 

use in which asymmetry is insignificant?  
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